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Abstract 
This paper presents a study of the formation of a conical bubble structure due to cavitation at 20 kHz in water. This analysis is 
performed by using the numerical code SNOW-BL, which solves the interaction of finite amplitude pressure waves and a 
population of oscillating bubbles. Axisymmetric simulations show that a thin bubbly layer with inhomogeneous bubble density at 
the horn surface induces the strong focusing of the transmitted ultrasonic field and three-dimensional resonances of the layer. 
Waves at high amplitudes also exhibit nonlinear distortion due to the bubbles. Similarities are found with the self-stabilized 
conical bubble structure observed experimentally at the surface of a horn driven at 20 kHz in water. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Distribution of cavitation bubbles plays an important role in ultrasonic devices used in sonochemistry and other 
cavitation-assisted processes [Lauterborn and Kurz (2010); Lauterborn and Mettin (2014)]. The cylindrical horn-
type transducer is a technology widely used for generating high intensity cavitation at low frequency. It produces a 
bubble structure of conical shape localized at the vicinity of the horn [Moussatov et al (2003); Skokov et al (2005); 
Madroyan et al (2009), Bai et al (2014)]. Very specific acoustic features are associated with this conical bubble 
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structure such as shock wave generation and focusing at short distance from horn surface [Campos-Pozuelo et al 
(2005); Dubus et al (2010)]. In this paper, recent numerical and experimental results on conical bubble structures are 
displayed. The 3D axisymmetric finite difference time domain model coupling finite amplitude acoustic waves and 
population of bubbles used here is presented and numerical simulations of acoustic wave transmission through 
bubbly layers are analyzed in Section 2. They are compared to high speed images of conical bubble structure in 
Section 3. 
2. Numerical model and simulation results 
The three-dimensional semi-infinite space is simplified by considering axial symmetry, cylindrical coordinates r 
and z, and excited by a prescribed pressure at its boundary. The following coupled differential system based on the 
Rayleigh-Plesset approximation and the wave equation is solved to track bubble volume variation v (from its initial 
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in which z r, ,L L T  define the computational limits in space and time, lρ  and lc  are the equilibrium density and 
the small-amplitude sound speed of liquid, ( ),bN z r  is the bubble density in the liquid, δ  is the viscous damping 
coefficient of the bubbly liquid, and bω  is the bubble resonance frequency. Coefficients η , a , and b  depend on the 
characteristics of gas bubbles and liquid. The time-dependent pressure function at the source is of amplitude 0p  and 
circular frequency 0ω . More details about this model can be found in [Vanhille and Campos-Pozuelo (2013)].  
Based on this model, nonlinear simulations of acoustic wave transmission through an axisymetrical 
inhomogeneous bubbly layer are solved using SNOW-BL code previously used to model infinite bubbly media and 
bubbly layers in an homogeneous infinite liquid [Vanhille and Campos-Pozuelo (2009), Vanhille and Campos-
Pozuelo (2013),]. Water is considered for the liquid and air for the gas. Volumetric bubble fraction f b bV N v=  is 
assumed uniform along layer thickness and varies as a sine curve along radius. Ultrasonic frequency is 
0 0 2 20f kHzω π= = . Figures 1 and 2 display the peak of negative pressure calculated during the last period of the 
simulations at each point of the space domain for several incident pressure amplitudes 0p  and void fractions fV . 
Focusing at short distance is observed with a slight decrease of focal distance from 1.40d to 1.3d (where d is 
layer diameter) when acoustic pressure varies between 1 Pa and 15 kPa and a decrease of focal distance from 1.91d 
to 1.40d when void fraction varies between 3.8 10-8 and 9.5 10-5. The focal distance is thus shorter as the 
nonlinearity of the medium is raised. Standing waves also appear in the bubble layer. They involve wavenumbers 
along layer thickness and diameter and could be associated to three-dimensional resonances of the layer. 
3. Experimental results 
Ultrasonic vibration is generated by a sandwich piezoelectric transducer coupled to a mechanical amplifier and a 
70 mm diameter horn. The horn is partially immersed (~1 cm deep) in a tank filled with tap water. Images of 
cavitation bubble structures are obtained with a digital camera or a high speed camera at 7000 frames per second. 
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Pictures of bubble structure are displayed in Fig. 3 for various values of the acoustic intensity defined as the 
active electrical power provided by the amplifier divided by horn surface area. In concordance with simulations, 
displacement of focal point is small when acoustic intensity increases. The ratio of the focal point distance to the 
horn diameter is around 0.73, a value smaller than those obtained in the simulations. This difference could be due to 
experimental acoustic pressures which are much larger than the simulated ones, and then create denser bubble layers 
(higher void fractions) by cavitation than the simulated ones. When driving the transducer with continuously varying 
acoustic intensities, snapshots shows changes of bubble structure geometry parallel to horn surface (Fig. 4) which 
could be associated to three-dimensional resonances of the bubble layer observed in the numerical simulations. 
 
Fig. 1. Peak of negative pressure vs. 0p  at 0.0095 %fV = .  
 
Fig. 2. Peak of negative pressure vs. fV  at 0 15p kPa= .  
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(a)   (b)   (c)   (d)  
Fig. 3. Conical bubble structure at various acoustic intensity: (a) 1.8 W.cm-2; (b) 3.5 W.cm-2; (c) 5.3 W.cm-2; (d) 8.2 W.cm-2. 
       
Fig. 4. Snapshots of conical bubble structure for continuously varying acoustic intensities. 
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